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Learn to Crochet Now! - Leisure Arts 2012-11-03
Provides beginner projects to learn the
techniques of crocheting, with step-by-step
illustrated instructions, explains how to read a
pattern, and presents finishing techniques.
Edward's Menagerie - Kerry Lord 2014-05-01
Create a suave high-flying rhino, a lovesick
elephant who knows her way around a kitchen,
and a seriously chivalrous tiger . . . With just two
weeks to go before her baby Edward’s due date,
yarn enthusiast Kerry Lord picked up a crochet
hook for the first time, and a new obsession
began. Over the next twelve months, the
collection of crochet animals expanded week by
week until Edward’s Menagerie was
complete—with forty unique patterns. These
cute animals with larger-than-life personalities
are made using simple crochet techniques, and
the step-by-step instructions enable a complete
beginner to get hooking straight away. Each
animal also has a universal pattern, allowing
crocheters to change their hooks and yarns to
create four different sizes, making for 160
different possibilities. Be warned—these unlikely
characters, made using a super-soft yarn in a
sumptuous natural color palette, will become
your new best friends as you hook your way
through the whole menagerie!
Raffia Crochet - Wool and the Gang 2019-04-19
The DIY fashion brand presents ten fun and easy
crochet projects featuring Ra-Ra Raffia—the
endlessly versatile plant-based yarn. Raffia yarn
is made of one-hundred percent long wood fiber,
making it not only vegan and biodegradable, but
also water-repellent and quick-drying. This light
moda-vera-patterns

and eco-friendly yarn adds structure to your
projects, making it perfect for crocheting hats,
bags and other accessories. Here you’ll find ten
crochet projects that show off the ease,
versatility and style of Wool and the Gang's line
of Ra-Ra Raffia yarns. Ranging from beginner to
intermediate skill levels, the projects include
bags, hats and baskets, which are then further
embellished with raffia yarn embroidery.
General techniques are covered at the end of the
book, with step-by-step instructions
accompanied by clear illustrations.
Beautiful Blankets, Afghans and Throws Leonie Morgan 2017-03-09
Leonie Morgan is back with another wonderful
book, showcasing her vibrant colour and stitch
combinations. Featuring both block patterns and
stitch patterns, there is plenty to please grannysquare lovers and row-by-row enthusiasts. Each
of the 40 designs comes with a clear written
pattern, an easy-to-follow chart, a skill-level
indicator, and a large photograph. Instructions
and yardage are also provided for making
afghans in three sizes: baby blankets, lap throws
and bedspreads. With advice on picking lovely
colour combinations and a selection of edgings
to finish your project, and a comprehensive
collection of crochet stitches and techniques,
you'll have all you need to create your own
unique afghan.
Schnibbles Times Two - Carrie Nelson
2010-04-13
What's a schnibble? A little bit or leftover--as in
those fabric bits you're ready to use up! What
could be more fun than a small quilt from 5"
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charm squares? A large one just like it from 10"
Layer Cake squares! Enjoy 12 pairs of beautiful
quilts, with a large and small quilt in each
design, from the creative mind behind Miss
Rosie's Quilt Company. Each quilt includes a
materials and cutting list, and the assembly
directions are the same for both quilts in each
set. Learn from Moda's go-to gal for quilt
designs. This author knows her stuff!
The Delineator - 1914

family, quilter and blogger Sherri McConnell
gives traditional patterns like hexagons, stars,
snowballs, and Dresden Plates a new look
featuring fabrics by some of today’s most
popular designers. Nineteen cozy projects
include pillows, tote bags, table runners, and
larger quilts—quick and easy designs that make
great gifts. “Sherri’s book is a treasure! It’s full
of fun and straight-forward patterns for quilts,
table toppers, pillows, bags and more—all the
goodies to make a cozy home.” —Thimbleanna
“Would you like the opportunity to make
tomorrow’s heirlooms in today’s vast selection of
prints? . . . If so, this could be the reference book
that will get you started. There are 19 projects,
mainly focusing on handmade household items
but including some larger quilts too.”
—Fabrications Quilting for You “Beautiful
inspiration if you are a seasoned quilter, but also
a great resource with clear and in some cases,
simple patterns for newbies as well.” —Diary of
a Quilter “Color photos of finished needlework
projects accompany step-by-step diagrams and
assembly patterns, while at-a-glance sidebars
covering materials and cutting allow
needleworkers to gauge the complexity of each
project.” —The Needlecraft Shelf
The Big Book of Lap Quilts - That Patchwork
Place 2019-01-02
Get a whopping 51 patterns for the alwayspopular lap quilt--designs for everyday, seasons,
holidays, and special days abound. And at just 55
cents per pattern, you'll enjoy both inspiration
and savings! Discover quilts from outstanding
designers, including: * Country Threads * Kim
Diehl * Amy Ellis * Sherri K. Falls * Joanna
Figueroa * Jill Finley * Lynne Hagmeier *
Kimberly Jolly * Nancy Mahoney * Me and My
Sister Designs * Carrie Nelson * Pat Sloan *
Cheryl Wall * Corey Yoder * and more! Lap
quilts are the perfect size for so many occasions:
cozy cuddling, creative decorating, gift giving,
and more. You'll lap up this versatile lap-quilt
pattern collection--there are SO many ways to
use it!
Pat Sloan's Holiday Celebrations - Pat Sloan
2021-05-03
Come join the fun as Pat Sloan takes you on a
joyful journey through a year's worth of
celebrations. You'll find easy patchwork and
fusible-appliqué; projects for Valentine's Day,

Creating with Shapes - Usha Doshi 2017-09
The first title published by COS, Creating with
Shapes explores an innovative approach to
design devised by Royal College of Art teacher
and long-time COS collaborator Usha Doshi. We
are celebrating its launch with a limited edition
womenswear collection that uses the inventive
methods Usha has pioneered.
Amigurumi Golf Club Covers - Linda Wright
2018-06-08
Crochet an adorable collection of critters to
protect your golf clubs with pizazz! Enjoy the fun
of amigurumi-style crochet to create animal
headcovers that are fun--and functional! This
book contains 25 crochet patterns for animal
golf club covers including a Gopher, Alligator,
Flamingo, Labrador Retriever, Bulldog, Tabby
Cat, Lion, Tiger, Bear, Bald Eagle, King Cobra
and many more! The covers measure 14" x 6" x
6" which will fit up to a 460cc driver. A padded
lining provides extra protection for the clubs.
Amigurumi is a popular style of crochet for
making cute animal characters. These patterns
primarily use single crochet which makes them
easy to master. The book includes amigurumi
basics, stitch tutorials and color photos. Clearly
written instructions are provided so that
crocheters of any level can achieve success.
Amigurumi Golf Club Covers add cheerful
personality to a golf bag--plus miles and miles of
smiles! They're great for gifts and fun for
everyone!
A Quilting Life - Sherri McConnell 2013-02-12
“With its diverse selection of fabrics and
designs, A Quilting Life is a fine pick for any
quilter looking to produce family-oriented
keepsake results.” —The Needlecraft Shelf Bring
the handmade tradition home with these
charming quilts and home accessories. Inspired
by a grandmother who loved to sew for her
moda-vera-patterns
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Easter, the Fourth of July, Halloween,
Thanksgiving, and Christmas. Stitch welcoming
lap quilts and table toppers, plump and pretty
pillows, trick-or-treat totes, cozy Christmas
stockings, and more. Keep your home decor
looking fresh and cheery as the seasons change,
and always have the perfect pattern on hand for
a housewarming or holiday gift. With inspiring
photos, easy-to-follow instructions, and 17
terrific designs at your fingertips, you're on your
way to a great year!
Winter Knitting - MillaMia 2014-12-18
This inspiring new book from the team behind
MillaMia knitwear is packed with projects to
take you through the wintertime. As the seasons
change from cool, crisp autumn to the cold and
dark of winter, Scandinavians are particularly
good at easing the transition with clothing,
interiors and food that bring warmth and light.
Sisters Katarina and Helena Rosen aim to share
some wonderful Swedish traditions, designs and
activities with you – but of course with the
signature modern twist that MillaMia bring to all
things knitted. In this book you will find a mix of
knitting projects to see you through the cold
season, including stylish garments and
accessories for adults and children, cosy
homewares and unique gifts. Indulge in kitting
yourself out for the first fall of snow, make
clothes that the kids can wear for the festive
season and create interior projects that will
bring warmth both literally and visually. You will
also find a selection of ‘bonus’ projects – with a
couple of favourite festive recipes and some
wonderful paper projects that any yarn
enthusiast will enjoy.
New Lace Knitting - Rosemary Hill 2015-06-19
A fresh, modern take on classic lace knitting!
When it comes to stunning lace knitting, there
are few names more synonymous with the craft
than Romi Hill. Her designs have made by
thousands of knitters and her latest creations in
New Lace Knitting will have you racing for your
needles and skeins of yarn to cast on beautiful,
artful, sophisticated pieces. These 19 garment
and accessory designs will reawaken your love of
traditional lace knitting by using classic stitch
patterns in fresh ways--whether you're creating
shawls, cardigans, pullovers, or wraps. Through
these pieces, you'll be treated to the incredible
versatility of lace: how stitch patterns change in
moda-vera-patterns
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different weights of yarn, how you can use that
stitch pattern sparingly or for your whole
project, and how little knitterly details make a
lace project truly elegant, whether it is for every
day or special occasion. You may be familiar
with knitting lace, but this is New Lace Knitting!
Finger Looping - Bernat 2019
Knit Hats with Woolly Wormhead - Woolly
Wormhead 2021-08-01
International hat-knitting icon Woolly Wormhead
is known for her unique, innovative hat designs
and is followed the world over by avid fans. This
collection of her work includes patterns for 22 of
her designs: 12 patterns for women, 5 men’s
designs, and 5 hats for kids. The special
elements in her designs—such as cables,
textures, and colorwork—mixed with the “how'd
she do that” types of construction she is famous
for, are what set her designs apart and make
them extra-fun to knit. In this book, Woolly also
gives plenty of hat-knitting tips, as well as
helpful hints on how to choose your most
flattering hat style. Grab some gorgeous yarn,
choose a favorite hat pattern, and cast on!
A Scrapbook of Quilts - Joanna Figueroa
2021-06-08
100 Knits - Interweave Editors 2018-10-02
Interweave's biggest pattern collection ever! 100
Knits makes a gorgeous gift for any knitter. Page
after page of knitting patterns are at your
fingertips with 100 Knits, giving you a nearly
endless supply of projects you'll be excited to
cast on. From hats to shawls, cardigans to tanks
and tees, explore a massive variety of
Interweave's most popular knitting patterns all
in one source! In this ultimate knitting pattern
collection you'll discover: • Expansive collection
of Interweave's most coveted knitted sweater
patterns together for the first time. • From
shawls, scarves and cowls, to socks and hats,
you'll be covered head to toe in our trendiest
accessory patterns. • Endless inspiration for
your next knit with over 500 pages of patterns.
Never be without a knitting pattern again with
100 Knits!
Fun and Easy Amigurumi - Elizabeth Carr
2015-09-22
Amigurumi is of Japanese origin and is the art of
creating cute dolls. This book is a collection of
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crochet patterns from the very best doll
designers. Their most beautiful patterns have
been brought together in one easy collection.
These patterns assume a basic experience of
crochet. With a little crochet knowledge you will
find most patterns easy. For each pattern is
indicated the level: easy or intermediate. Only
one pattern is for experienced crocheters.
Viking Knits and Ancient Ornaments - Elsebeth
Lavold 2021-10-30
Traditional knot and interlace patterns,
combined to form uniquely striking
contemporary designs. Ever since her groundbreaking book Viking Patterns for Knitting was
published, Elsebeth Lavold has been recognized
as one of the world’s leading experts on cabling.
It was within the pages of her international
bestseller—described as “an indispensable
milestone in 20th century knitting
literature”—that Lavold first introduced the
world to her own innovation: using lifted
increases to create interlace patterns, and
bringing new life to the ornamental heritage of
the Vikings as adornment on modern knitwear.
In the years since, Lavold has sought new ideas
and “design cousins” to Viking patterns to
explore with her needles, and has undertaken a
fascinating journey through archives, museums,
libraries, and the internet. In more than a
decade of continued research, she has studied
cultures from all over the globe in search of
similar types of ornamental expression, creating
the foundation for this exciting new book: a
glorious collection rich in imagery, history,
patterns, and designs. Dozens of different
sources of inspiration, catalogued and placed
within their cultural and historical context, from
all around the world. Complete, step-by-step
instructions for an abundance of fresh and
stunningly beautiful knit designs, presented in
the book with full-color photographs. Lavold’s
own painstaking analysis of a huge number of
interlace motif types, displayed in both swatch
and chart form, to allow you to compose your
own patterns based on her research.
Icelandic Mittens - Guðrún Hannele Henttinen
2021-11-09
This book will appeal to Nordic and Icelandic
culture and knitting culture as well.
Spanish Phonological Patterns - Juan
Estarellas 1963
moda-vera-patterns

Hello Kitty Crochet - Mei Li Lee 2014-09-16
Hello Kitty Crochet is all about cute: the
whimsical world of Hello Kitty and her Sanrio
friends meets the Japanese art of amigurumi, or
crocheted dolls. With easy-to-make patterns for
adorable characters and accessories, Hello Kitty
Crochet allows you to make all your favorites,
new and old, from Badtz-Maru and My Melody to
Pekkle, Purin, and Little Twin Stars. Whether
you’re a seasoned crocheter or have never
picked up a hook, you’ll find helpful tips and
how-tos for creating kawaii crafts. It’s the
perfect way for crafters and cuteness lovers
alike to celebrate the 40th anniversary of Japan’s
most famous kitty.
T-Shirt Yarn - Sandra Lebrun 2014-09-15
Yarn made from recycled T-shirt material is
quick and easy to work with, in addition to being
eco-friendly. This book gives 24 great projects
for accessories and home décor using this fun
fiber. • Make fun and stylish purses, hats,
scarves, pillows, footstools, baskets, rugs, and
more • Includes 18 crochet projects and 6
knitting projects, all suitable for beginning
crafters, plus a step-by-step skills refresher for
each technique • T-shirt yarn yields thick,
durable fabric, works up quickly, and creates
large, easy-to-see stitches
Learn to Knit on Long Looms - Anne Bipes
2010-04-01
Learning to create knit garments without
needles is the focus of this stitch-pattern
collection and instructional reference. By using
long looms, crafters can simplify two-color work,
master larger projects, and make double-knit
fabrics with more options for surface texture.
From simple scarves to detailed felted slippers,
the designs in this resource will allure seasoned
experts looking for new ways to knit, as well as
beginner-level stitchers who are still trying to
master using needles. Projects are accompanied
by instructional photographs and include a baby
blanket, an afghan, a tasseled scarf, a shawl, and
a garden party table setting.
Pride & Preju-knits - Trixie von Purl
2015-11-03
Knit your way through the incredible world of
Jane Austen’s beloved novels, from Pemberley to
Mansfield Park, and create your favorite Austen
characters, including Elizabeth Bennet, Mr.
Darcy, Emma Woodhouse, and more with this
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delightful collection of twelve knitting projects
from the famed craftsman, Austen enthusiast,
and author of Knit Your Own Kama Sutra, Trixie
von Purl. Knitting maven Trixie von Purl helps
knitters and Austen fans create the world of Jane
Austen like never before with this inventive and
unique craft book. Featuring a high-class art,
Pride & Preju-knits gathers together the best
sassy heroines and brooding heroes from all six
of Austen’s beloved and widely acclaimed novels,
including Elizabeth Bennet and Mr. Darcy,
Emma Woodhouse and Mr. Knightley, and
Marianne Dashwood and Mr. Willoughby.
Following the complete pattern instructions for
stitching each character, knitters can also
recreate scenes involving these handsome
Regency ladies and gentlemen. Capture Mr.
Darcy’s proposal to Elizabeth, the Netherfield
Park ball, and Willoughby rescuing Marianne in
the rain. Engage your yarn skills to fabricate
extravagant stately homes, opulent tea parties,
the rolling English countryside, and other
genteel settings that are the essence of Austen.
Pride & Preju-knits also features a wide-variety
of additional patterns for bonnets, breeches, lacy
parasols, and other charming accessories. Each
scene featured in Pride & Preju-knits is
accompanied by Trixie’s own hilarious
interpretation, clear, easy-to-follow knitting
patterns, and instructions to guide readers
through every stage of the project. Specially
commissioned photographs accompany the
instructions throughout so that readers can
easily visualize every step.
Skip the Borders - Julie Herman 2012-08-07
Create quilts with simple designs, strong lines,
and a modern aesthetic. With this innovative
collection, popular blogger and designer Julie
Herman, the owner of Jaybird Quilts, inspires
you to create stunning quilts--without borders!
Choose from 15 easy quilt patterns where design
is the star and fabric is the supporting actor
Learn the structure of a borderless quilt; explore
various bindings and their effect on the overall
look See what can be done when color is used in
bold ways to support a borderless quilt design
Monster Knits for Little Monsters - Nuriya
Khegay 2013-08-20
Adorable hats and other accessories featuring
animal and monster designs An adorable
collection of animal-themed hat and mitten sets
moda-vera-patterns

for babies and toddlers from ages six months to
three years, that kids will love and adults can't
help but fawn over. These cute coverall hats
keep your child's head, ears, and neck warm and
toasty, and have a practical pullover design so
that they can't tug it off easily. Also included are
knitting patterns for matching mitten "paws,"
socks, and scarves. Featuring bears, owls, frogs,
foxes, sharks, robots, dinosaurs, bunnies, and
even Shrek-like ears, there are loads of
delightful ways to dress up your child in
charming creations that are quick and easy to
knit. The book is organized by the different kinds
of creatures like Cuddly Critters, Feathered
Friends, Huggable Horrors, Adorable Aliens, and
Festive Friends, inspiring you to make hats for
your children to dress up in all-year round. Each
project contains step-by-step instructions, plus
information for finishing touches to make your
projects stand out. A knitting refresher course is
given in the back of the book for complete
beginners, covering tools, yarns, and all the
techniques and stitches you'll need to create the
projects. And a Create Your Own Design section
will inspire knitters to let their imagination run
wild to create personalized accessories that their
little monsters are sure to love and cherish.
400 Knitting Stitches - Potter Craft
2009-11-17
Afghans and Throws - Annie's 2014-02-01
Experience the joys of making and giving with
this wonderfully varied collection of afghans,
throws, and blankets, all created with Plymouth
yarn. Crafters can knit beautiful and practical
gifts for friends and family; everyone from
babies to grandparents will enjoy. Each of the 11
projects is constructed of squares or panels that
are put together later, so knitters can work on
the small pieces virtually anywhere.
Modern Heritage Knits - Christina Danaee
2019-09-24
Create Beautiful, Long-Lasting Knits with a
Story to Tell Take a journey to more thoughtful,
sustainable knitting with Christina Danaee’s
gorgeous patterns. Discover the story behind
your knits, from the way the fiber was produced
to the yarn that inspired the design. Striking
details like easy-to-execute lace, clever
colorwork and extra-plush ribbing turn these
simple projects into handmade heirlooms you’ll
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wear today and keep forever. The classic striped
sweater gets an update in the Odiorne Point
Pullover, complete with a comfortable, flattering
shape and a cinching cowl neck for blustery
days. Style blends with function in the Point
Richmond Cap, a warm, double-layered hat
topped with a modern Nordic-inspired pattern.
The Trescott Slippers, featuring a chevron
texture that knits up quickly using bulky yarn,
are perfect for beginners. If you’re looking for a
masterpiece, try the Celo Cardigan: the allover
hexagon pattern creates a stretchy, luxurious
fabric that’s easier to make than it looks! With
accessories, shawls and even tunics, these are
versatile patterns you’ll return to through the
seasons. Christina’s tips for creating meaningful,
durable knits, substituting yarns and sourcing
local fiber at any price point make this an
essential guide for any knitter.
Moda Blockheads - That Patchwork Place
2018-12-03
Meet the Moda Blockheads! Six celebrity quilt
designers unite to share this compendium of 48
stunning quilt blocks plus six spectacular
sampler-quilt patterns to showcase the beautiful
blocks you make. * Lisa Bongean * Betsy
Chutchian * Lynne Hagmeier * Jo Morton * Jan
Patek * Carrie Nelson Along with imaginative
interpretations of each 6" block--from traditional
patchwork inspired by history to whimsical
appliqued scenes from nature--you'll enjoy loads
of sewing tips from the pros that you can use for
as long as you quilt.
Painting Shawls - Stephen West 2021-11
Painting Shawls is a collection of thirteen
knitted shawl patterns designed by Stephen
West. Each pattern features Westknits' signature
architectural style and bold graphic color
combinations. The instructions are easy to follow
and appropriate for adventurous beginners and
advanced knitters alike. This hardcover book is
filled with inspirational photos, showing multiple
samples of each design to inspire your own color
interpretations. In addition to patterns, this book
includes several technique chapters like how to
substitute yarns and customize the size of each
shawl along with how to swatch and weave in
your ends. There are also several cast on photo
tutorials and video links throughout the book to
teach and guide you through the artistic shawl
knitting process. Each book includes a free
moda-vera-patterns

download code, so you can access individual
PDFs of all thirteen shawl patterns. Dive into the
woolly world of Westknits and use these playful
shawl designs as landscapes to paint with yarn.
If you're going to make it by hand, make it
grand!
Mandalas to Crochet - Haafner Linssen
2016-03-15
Crocheted mandalas are having a moment! And
it's no wonder the lovely mandala is in vogue:
one evening is often enough to begin and finish
something eye-catching. Many crocheters make
mandalas as a meditative activity, while others
love them simply for the wonderful opportunities
they offer for mixing colors and stitch textures.
A new take on traditional shapes, like granny
squares or hexagons, these attractive crocheted
circles are causing a real buzz in the crochet
community. Included are complete written and
charted directions for a variety of types of
circular designs, plus a range of creative
techniques and ideas to make yours stand out
from the crowd. With full patterns and inspiring
photos, a review of crochet techniques, a
discussion of materials, colors, finishing
techniques, and lots of project ideas including
bags, shawls, blankets, and pillows, this book
guarantees many hours of happy mandalamaking.
Simple Whatnots II - Kim Diehl 2021-04-01
Proving that the best things really do come in
small packages, Kim Diehl shares 18 cute-ascan-be quilt designs in this delightful sequel to
Simple Whatnots. Dig into your scrap bin, box,
or basket, and get ready to have some quilting
fun. And be sure to read Kim's expert advice
sprinkled throughout as Extra Snippet tips to
help your sewing time be even more enjoyable.
Dozens of photos offer inspiration for displaying
completed quilts on the wall, as table toppers,
draped on a charming school desk or ladder--the
options are plentiful! Layer these little
showstoppers with your favorite antiques and
collections to bring a bit of sparkle to even the
smallest nooks in your home.
Refined Knits - Jennifer Wood 2016-02-09
Elegance at the tip of your needles! Cables and
lace are special enough by themselves, but there
is something graceful, even magical, about
combining the two. Refined Knits concentrates
on these two techniques, along with incredibly
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Overall, a well-considered books that is a delight
to look through with a warm, encouraging tone
of voice.”—Popular Patchwork
Vera Bradley Paisley Patterns Coloring Book Vera Bradley 2017-02-07
Get into the flow with a beautiful swirl of paisley
designs. Bring your favorite classic Vera Bradley
paisley patterns to life with a touch of elegant
color. Printed on extra-heavy, acid-free, 200-year
paper, this deluxe coloring book features 40
authentic Vera Bradley designs, plus a full-color
introduction with art techniques, craft ideas,
sample color schemes, and an inspirational
gallery. In addition, you will find 16 bonus gift
tags and 8 ready-to-color notecards with
lighthearted sentiments to add a personal touch
to any gift. These elegant, chic designs will allow
you to create artwork as beautiful and unique as
you are.
Best of Interweave Knits - Ann Budd 2013-03-25
Celebrating 10 years of innovative and appealing
garment designs from Interweave Knits, this
must-have collection is comprised of 30 scarves,
stoles, cardigans, pullovers, vests, jackets, tops,
and totes that have stood the test of time.
Representing the creative work of 26 notable
designers, it includes gorgeous photography, a
dozen favorite "Beyond the Basics" columns that
provide in-depth information on essential
techniques, and step-by-step instructions
through every aspect of knitting and finishing.
Even relatively inexperienced knitters will find
this archive of classic design to be an
indispensable reference tool for years to come.
Labor of Love - Sherri L. McConnell 2020-05-01
Like you, Sherri McConnell loves to quilt and fill
her home with special creations. Online
influencer, fabric designer, and quilt designer
Sherri reveals her fresh and simple approach to
scrap quilting in step-by-step instructions for a
dozen splendidly scrappy projects. From small
wall hangings and table toppers to larger throws
and bed quilts, Sherri shares not only her
patterns but also her tips for sewing success, for
saving time (and using the time you have
wisely), and for collecting, storing, and--best of
all--using the scraps of fabric you treasure.

unique Aran Lace which combines the two, and
the results are sure to impress. • Enduring
Cables: discover cable-work with interesting
structure in its details • Graceful Lace: explore
the delicate sophistication of open-work •
Elegant Aran Lace: combine lace and cables in
unexpected and stunning ways Knitwear
designer Jennifer guides you through knitting
these timeless, classic techniques, resulting in
finished garments and accessories with a
decidedly modern feel you'll treasure for years
to come.
Pure Wool - Susan Blacker 2012-09-01
How to select and wisely use single-breed wool
yarn for knitting, crocheting, and other
needlecrafts.
Quilt As-You-Go Made Vintage - Jera Brandvig
2017-09-01
From the bestselling author of Quilt As-You-Go
Made Modern—learn to create vintage quilts
more quickly and easily than ever. Get
comfortable with basic piecing and machine
quilting - one block at a time! Best-selling author
Jera Brandvig is back, this time with a romantic
take on her quilt-as-you-go designs. Try your
hand at nine projects, including an elegant
sampler with fifty-one mix-and-match blocks. For
quilt as-you-go enthusiasts, Jera shares three
optional joining methods, including her new
technique that makes your quilt reversible! No
matter how busy your schedule, you can set
attainable goals and practice quilting patchwork
blocks in small, manageable pieces. · Timeless,
classic quilts for busy folks! Easily finish quilts
on your home machine with quilt-as-you-go ·
Learn a new way to quilt-as-you-go that
decorates the back of your quilt in pretty
patchwork squares · Mix and match fifty-one
blocks to assemble a one-of-a-kind quilt! “Whilst
the first book focused on improvisational
techniques in a modern style, this one is about
using vintage fabrics in classic block designs.
There are useful sections on tools and supplies,
working with batting, and choosing your fabrics.
Each project is laid out in an easy-to-follow
fashion that is packed with photos and diagrams.
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